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AbstratThe problem of obtaining relevant results in web searhing has been takled with several ap-proahes. Although very e�etive tehniques are urrently used by the most popular searhengines when no a priori knowledge on the user's desires beside the searh keywords is avail-able, in di�erent settings it is oneivable to design searh methods that operate on a thematidatabase of web pages that refer to a ommon body of knowledge or to spei� sets of users.We have onsidered suh premises to design and develop a searh method that deploys datamining and optimization tehniques to provide a more signi�ant and restrited set of pages asthe �nal result of a user searh. We adopt a vetorization method based on searh ontext anduser pro�le to apply lustering tehniques that are then re�ned by a speially designed genetialgorithm. In this paper we desribe the method, its implementation, the algorithms applied,and disuss some experiments that has been run on test sets of web pages.Key words: Searh Engines, Web Mining, Clustering, Geneti Algorithms.





3.1. IntrodutionThe reent improvements of searh engines tehnologies have made available to the internetusers an enormous amount of knowledge, that an be aessed in many di�erent ways. Themost popular searh engines on the market are now providing searh failities for databasesontaining billions of web pages, where queries are exeuted instantly. These extraordinaryresults have been possible thanks to evoluted indexing systems and very powerful and eÆientsoftware and hardware omponents. Although, many researhers still question whether it ispossible to onstrut searh tools that are able to provide more signi�ant results to the users.The fous is thus swithing from quantity (maintaining and indexing large databases of webpages and quikly selet pages mathing some riterion) to quality (identifying pages with ahigh quality for the user). Suh a trend is motivated by the natural evolution of the internetusers, that are now more seletive in their hoie of the searh tool and may be willing to paythe prie of providing extra feedbak to the system and wait more time in order to have theirqueries better mathed. In this framework, relevant work has been done in [12, 13℄, and severalhave onsidered the use of Data Mining and Optimization tehniques, that are often referred toas Web Mining.This paper presents a method for improving standard searh results in a themati searhengine, where the douments and the pages made available are restrited to a �nite number oftopis, as well as the users are onsidered to belong to a �nite number of user pro�les. Themethod uses lustering tehniques to identify some struture in the starting set of pages, andthen a metaheuristi that tries to optimize the query results based on the results of the lustering.The use of these tehniques is not new in web mining appliations. There has been extensiveresearh on how to improve retrieval results by employing lustering tehniques. In severalstudies the strategy was to build a lustering of the entire doument olletion and then maththe query to the luster entroids (see for example [35℄). More reently, lustering has beenused for helping the user in browsing a olletion of douments [8℄ or in organizing the resultsreturned by a searh engine [25, 41℄, or by a metasearh engine [39℄ in response to a user query.In [23℄ doument lustering has also been used to automatially generate hierarhial lustersof douments. A di�erent approah uses already existing doument taxonomy as lusters toprodue an e�etive doument lassi�er for unlassi�ed douments [1℄. As disussed in [33℄, theuse of lustering in information retrieval (IR) is based mostly on the luster hypothesis: \loselyassoiated douments tend to be relevant to the same request". Several researhers have shownthat the luster hypothesis also holds in a retrieved set of douments [17℄, but they do not studyhow the lustering struture may help a user to �nd relevant results more quikly.Metaheuristis, and more preisely, geneti algorithms, have been implemented in IR by severalresearhers and the results indiate that these algorithms ould be eÆient. In [15℄ Gordonpresents a geneti algorithm based approah to improve doument indexing. In that approah,the initial population is represented by a olletion of douments judged relevant by a user,whih is then evolved through generations and onverges to an optimal population with set ofkeywords whih best desribe the douments. In [16℄ the same author adopts a similar approahto doument lustering, where a geneti algorithm is used to adapt subjet desriptions so thatdouments beome more e�etive in mathing relevant queries.In [37℄ the authors apply geneti algorithm in information retrieval in order to improve searhqueries that produe better results aording to users' preferenes. In [5℄ Chen uses genetialgorithms to optimize keywords that were used to suggest relevant douments. Also in [5, 24,30, 31, 36, 37℄ several approahes based on geneti algorithms to enhane the query desription



4.are disussed. In [3℄ a geneti algorithm is deployed to �nd an optimal set of douments that bestmath the user's need. The geneti algorithm attempt to involve a population of queries towardsthose improving results of the information retrieval system. In [19℄ a method for extratingkeywords from douments and assigning them weights is proposed. Both douments and queriesare represented as vetors in whih the omponents orrespond to signi�ant keywords extratedfrom douments. A geneti algorithm is then used for assigning weights to the keywords; suhweights are then used to form a query vetor through whih relevant douments may be deteted.In [38℄ a prototype agent for olleting and �ltering information from the Internet aording toa user pro�le is desribed. This intelligent agent inludes a geneti algorithm whih olletsand evaluates new HTML douments from the Web, using information inluded in examplesprovided by the user, and returns the user with pages that have high sore.In this paper, yet another way of using geneti algorithms in searh engines is proposed. We�rst use lustering to identify, in the set of pages resulting from a simple query, subsets thatare homogeneous with respet to a vetorization based on ontext or pro�le; then we onstruta number of small and potentially good subsets of pages, extrating from eah luster the pageswith higher sores. Operating on these subsets with a geneti algorithm, we identify the subsetthat has the property of ombining a good overall sore with a high internal dissimilarity. Thisprovides the user with few non-dupliated pages that represent more orretly the struture ofthe initial set of pages.The outline of the paper is as follows. In Setion 2 we provide a general desription ofthe method, illustrating its basi omponents and its harateristis. Setions 3 to 5 treatin more detail eah of the steps that de�ne the method: page vetorization, page lusteringand the implementation of the geneti algorithm, respetively. In Setion 6 we summarize someexperiments that were onduted with the proposed method, based both on randomly generatedinstanes and on real data. Some onluding remarks are given in Setion 7.2. Desription of the methodLet P be a set of web pages, and indiate with p 2 P a page in that set. Now assume that Pis the result of a standard query to a database of pages, and thus represents a set of pages thatsatisfy some onditions expressed by the user (for example, that satisfy a boolean expression onsome searh keywords). Eah page p 2 P is assoiated with a sore, based on the query thatgenerated P , that would determine the order by whih the pages are presented to the user whosubmits the query. The role of this ordering is ruial for the quality of the searh: in fat, if thedimension of P is relevant, the probability that the user onsiders a page p strongly dereasesas the position of p in the order inreases.This may lead to two major drawbaks: a) the pages in the �rst positions may be very similar(or even equal) to eah other; b) pages that do not have a very high sore but are representativeof some aspet of set P may appear in a very low position in the ordering, with a negligiblehane of being looked at by the user. Our method tries to overome both drawbaks, fousing onthe determination of a small set of pages, seleted from the initial set P , that, beside ontainingpages with a high sore, also are di�erent from eah other and are hosen from di�erent regionsof some spae where the pages are represented.One of the onditions needed to apply our approah is the availability of additional informationfrom the user, who indiates a searh ontext or a user pro�le, where:� the searh ontext is a general topi to whih the searh is referred to, that is not neessarily



5.linked with the searh keywords that generated the set P ; it may be viewed as an item ofa topi atalog or diretory as the ones that are frequently provided by the last generationof searh engines (i.e., atalogs);� the user pro�le is a subjetive identi�ation of the user, that may be either provideddiretly by hoosing amongst a set of prede�ned pro�les, or extrated from the pages thathave been visited more reently by that user.The basi idea of the method is to use the information onveyed by the searh ontext or theuser pro�le to analyze the struture of set P and determine in it an optimal small subset thatbetter represents all the information available. This is done in three steps, that we sketh belowand desribe in the following setions.First, the searh ontext and the user pro�le are used to extrat a �nite set of signi�antwords or page harateristis that isused to reate, from all pages in P , a vetor of harateristis (page vetorization). Suhvetorization represents a partiular way of \looking" at the page, spei� of eah ontext/pro�le.Seond, the vetorized pages are analyzed by a lustering algorithm, that partitions them intosubsets of similar pages. This indues a two-dimensional ordering on the pages, as eah page pan now be ordered aording to the original sore within its luster. At this point the objetiveis to provide the user with a redued list that takes into aount the struture identi�ed by thelusters and the original sore funtion. This is done in the third step, where the pages that havehigher sore in eah luster are seleted to ompose an initial population that is then analyzedby a geneti algorithm. The initial hromosomes are small subsets of pages extrated in turnfrom the lusters, starting from the pages with higher sore; this way the initial population isomposed of pages with high sore that have a high probability of being di�erent from eahother. The geneti algorithm operates using a �tness funtion that ombines the sore with ameasure of the similarity of the pages in the same hromosome. One the geneti algorithm hasbeen run, the best hromosome onstitute the subset of pages to be returned to the user.Figure 1 depits the overall sheme of how the system works.
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6.hromosomes are seleted and ombined in eah iteration. The main idea is that, when prop-erly designed, the geneti algorithm an generally determine hromosomes that are suÆientlyheterogeneous and whose pages have good values for the original sore. We devote Setion 5 tothese details.One may question whether the desribed method an be run on-line in a searh engine as thestandard exeution of a user's query. We believe that with proper bounds on the parameters anda proper hoie of the algorithms deployed, the omputational e�ort an be dealt with and thatonly few seonds may be added to the overall searh proess. Moreover, the omputation poweravailable on ommerial personal omputers has and will inrease signi�antly in the future.Another issue that may rise related to the appliability of this method is that a high levelof interation with the user is required, as a searh ontext has to be seleted or be identi�edinto a given pro�le. But the average skill of the internet user inreased very rapidly, togetherwith the need for preise and e�etive searh methods. For this reason users should be willingto provide the additional information needed as the prie for better results.3. Page VetorizationThe �rst step of the method is the representation of eah page that has been aquired by a vetorof �nite dimension m, where eah omponent represents a measure of some harateristi of thepage (page vetorization). In the most plain setting, eah omponent of the vetor is the numberof ourrenes of a partiular word; one may also onsider other measurable harateristis thatare not spei�ally linked with the words that are ontained in the page, suh as the preseneof pitures, tables, banners and so on. As mentioned above, the vetorization is based onone ontext, or one pro�le, hosen by the user. One may then assume that, for eah of theontextes/pro�les that have been implemented in the searh engine, a list of words that arerelevant to that ontext/pro�le is available and a related vetorization of the page is stored.Clearly, many re�nements to this simple approah may, and should, be onsidered. First of all,one should not onsider simple \words", but rather sets of words (synonyms, singular/plurals,et...) that all ontribute to the ourrene ount stored in one omponent of the vetor. Instandard information retrieval this is dealt with via stemming (onation) and a thesaurus.The dimensionm of the vetor (that is, the number of relevant words assoiated to a ontext)is not theoretially limited to be partiularly small, but one must keep in mind that in orderto apply the method desribed over a signi�ant number of pages is it reasonable to onsiderm � 100.Aording to results of reent works [6, 7℄, that have demonstrated that the use of the stru-tures of HTML doument improves the e�etiveness of retrieving HTML douments, severalextensions to the simple ourrene ount have also been onsidered in the projet partiallydesribed in this paper. Here we mention only that a method that identi�es also the portionof the web page where a word appears (Title, Text, Link, et...) has been designed to produemore aurate vetors assoiated to a page and to a list of words.We have used several methods to identify the list of m words that are assoiated with aontext/pro�le, that an be divided into two main groups:1 reation of the list from user knowledge;2 extration of the list from given sets of pages.



7.In the �rst ase, the words are determined in a setup phase, when the searh engine managersdeide whih are the ontextes/pro�les supported and what are the words that are representativeof that ontext/pro�le. This operation may be aomplished together with the users of theengine itself when a themati engine is devoted to a spei� environment (suh as an assoiationof ompanies, a large orporation, a ommunity of users).In the seond ase, the words are identi�ed starting from an initial set of pages, that areused as training sample for a ontext/pro�le. From the given set of pages one extrats thewords with larger total ourrene in the set, and selet from the list signi�ant words (skip-ping artiles, verbs, et...). In standard information retrieval this is usually dealt with astop word list. Many on-line voabulary apable of performing this operation automatiallyare presently available, e.g., Wordnet (http://www.ogsi.prineton.edu/ wn/) and Roget's(http://www.bartleby.om/62/). This approah is partiularly signi�ant in the ase of theuser pro�les: in fat, one may onsider as a training sample for a pro�le the pages that havebeen visited more reently by the user(s) that belong to that pro�le. This would allow the wordsassoiated with the pro�le to evolve with the behavior of the users in a smooth way.The latter approah may be used to determine the relevant keywords for a set of pages on-line:when a query returns a set of results, the m most frequent valid words an be identi�ed andthen used to build the vetors. That operation an be done for a relevant number of pages oneall valid words appearing in eah page have been properly stored in a database when the pageis �rst aquired in the engine.4. Page lusteringDoument lustering in information retrieval is usually dealt with agglomerative hierarhiallustering algorithms or k-means algorithm.Hierarhial agglomerative lustering algorithms [20℄ reate a hierarhy of lusters, that may beviewed as a tree where eah node is a luster of objets and its hildren form a omplete partitionof that luster. At start, a luster for eah objet is reated; then the method iterates throughthe luster set by seleting the losest pair of lusters and merging them together forming a newluster that replaes the two old lusters in a single one. The proedure is exeuted until allobjets are ontained within a unique luster; then, lusters are seleted by setting a thresholdlevel on the inter-lusters distane. These methods attempt to minimize the sum of squares(SS) of the two lusters that an be formed at eah step.The k-means algorithm [9℄ starts by de�ning k luster entroids or seeds and assigns eahobjet to the luster whose entroid is losest. Then, the algorithm is iterated, reomputingthe luster entroids and assigning the objets until a stable lustering is reahed. The �nalsolution depends on the hoie of the initial entroids and on the parameter k, that determinesthe number of �nal lusters and has to be de�ned a priori.In this study we have initially onsidered six di�erent hierarhial agglomerative lusteringmethods that di�er in the way they ompute distanes between lusters (single linkage, ompletelinkage, group average, weighted pair-group average, entroid, weighted entroid, and Ward'smethod) and a standard implementation of k-means. While agglomerative hierarhial lusteringalgorithms are very slow when applied to large doument databases [40℄ (single link and groupaverage methods take O(jP j2) time, omplete link method take O(jP j3) time), k-means is muhfaster (its exeution time is O(k � jP j)).For the latter, we have tested 3 di�erent tehniques for the determination of initial entroids:the �rst one selets the initial entroids by randomly hoosing k douments from the data set,



8.in the seond the initial entroids are determined by randomly generating the elements of eahentroid-vetor, while in the third one the �rst entroid is randomly seleted and a new entroidis iteratively seleted from the other objets maximizing the total distane from the entroidsalready seleted.Measuring lustering e�etiveness and omparing performane of di�erent algorithms is aomplex task, and there are no ompletely satisfatory methods for omparing the quality of theresults of a lustering algorithm. In the experiments presented in this work we have used theCalinski-Harabasz (C �H) pseudo � F statisti as a measure of lustering quality; the higherthe index the better the luster quality. For a given lustering, the mathematial expression ofthe pseudo� F statisti is: C �H = R2(k � 1)=�1�R2�(n� k) ;where:� R2 = (SST � SSE) =SST ;� SST is the sum of the squared distanes of eah objet from the overall entroid, i.e.,PjP ji=1Pkj=1(xij � �x)2 where xij is the value of the objet i in the luster j, and �x is thevalue of the overall entroid;� SSE is the sum of the squared distanes of eah objet from to the entroid of its owngroup, i.e., PjP ji=1Pkj=1(xij � �xj)2, where xij is de�ned as in SST and �xj is the value ofthe entroid of luster j.As a diret measure of the quality of lustering, this statisti is often used to identify thenumber of lusters in hierarhial methods. In a simulation study involving 30 di�erent haltingriterions for luster analysis, Milligan and Cooper [29℄ found that the pseudo�F statistis wasthe one reovering the orret number of groups most often.Table 1 summarizes some of the experiments onduted on data sets of real web douments.We have used 45 words for page vetorization; the results presented refer to two data setsontaining 500 web pages and one ontaining 2633 pages (DS500 1 and DS500 2, DS2633 inthe table). The number of lusters is �xed to 10. The last three rows of the table refer to thedi�erent methods to selet the initial seeds for k-means desribed above. The results indiatethat the quality of the k-means lustering with the �rst type of seed (k-Means Bar.1 in thetable), as measured by the pseudo�F statisti, is always omparable with the one of the otherslower methods. Considering the nature of our appliation, we have adopted k-Means Bar.1 dueto its lower omputational omplexity.5. The role of geneti algorithmsOur aim is to selet a small subset P 0 of the original set of pages P for whih the sum of thesore is large but also where the similarity amongst the seleted page is restrained.We selet suh a subset using a geneti algorithm (GA). Several reasons motivate this hoie.First, the use of metaheuristi tehniques is well established in optimization problems where theobjetive funtion and the onstraints do not have a simple mathematial formulation. Seond,we have to determine a good solution in a small omputing time, where the dimension of the



9.DS500 1 DS500 2 DS2633Method Pseudo F Time Pseudo F Time Pseudo F TimeSingle Link 78.15 3 60.24 3 170.31 832Complete Link 103.72 4 78.70 4 230.26 759Group Average 80.64 4 62.36 3 208.82 676Weighted Average 71.23 3 61.72 4 307.15 1448Unweighted Centroid 62.48 4 62.36 4 165.63 1012Weighted Centroid 78.72 4 60.24 3 267.12 533Ward's Method 95.10 4 62.72 4 388.28 1286k-Means Bar.1 74.05 1 66.58 1 337.48 18k-Means Bar.2 99.12 1 65.73 1 293.28 20k-Means Bar.3 71.16 1 71.51 2 200.98 21Times are expressed in seonds of CPU, PC with 1Mhz proessorTable 1: Comparison of lustering algorithms. The number of lusters is �xed to 10problem may be signi�antly large. Third, the struture of our problem is straightforwardrepresentable by the data struture ommonly used by a GA.GA (see e.g. [4, 14, 18, 28℄) are loal searh algorithms that start from an initial olletionof strings (a population) representing possible solutions of the problem. Eah string of thepopulation is alled a hromosome, and has an assoiated value alled the �tness funtion (ff)that ontributes in the generation of new populations by means of geneti operators. Everyposition in a hromosome is alled a gene and its value is alled the alleli value. This valuemay vary on an assigned alleli alphabet; often the alleli alphabet is f0,1g. At eah generation,the algorithm uses the �tness funtion values to evaluate the survival apaity of eah string iof the population using simple operators in order to reate a new set of arti�ial reatures (anew population) whih try to improve on the urrent ff values by using piees of the old ones.We summarize below the operators adopted.� Reprodution. Individual strings are opied aording to their objetive funtion (ff)values. This represents a measure of the utility or goodness related to what we want tomaximize. Copying strings aording to their �tness funtion values means that stringswith a high value have a higher probability of ontribution to one or more o�spring in thenext generation.� Crossover. The seond operator denoted (simple) rossover works as follows: the mem-bers reprodued in the new mating pool are mated randomly and afterward eah pair ofstrings, say a and b undergoes a ross hange. In order to do this, an integer position k (utpoint) is seleted uniformly at random along the string. Splitting the two seleted stringsat this ut point produes a left part and a right part. An o�spring an then be produedfor example by joining the left part of a's enoding to the left part of b's enoding, or theright part of a's enoding to the right part of b's.� Mutation. The mutation operator plays a seondary role with respet to reprodutionand rossover operators. Nevertheless mutation is needed to prevent an irreoverable lossof potentially useful information whih oasionally reprodution and rossover an ause.This operator is an oasional random alteration, of the alleli value of a hromosome thatours with small probability.



10.Here follows the outline of the basi geneti algorithm:1. Generate random population of n hromosomes (suitable solutions for the problem).2. Evaluate the �tness ff of eah hromosome x in the population.3. Create a new population by repeating the following steps until the new population isomplete:- Selet two parent hromosomes from a population aording to their �tness (the better�tness, the bigger hane to be seleted).- With a rossover probability ross over the parents to form new o�spring (hildren). Ifno rossover was performed, o�spring is the exat opy of parents.- With a mutation probability mutate new o�spring at eah lous (position in hromosome).- Plae new o�spring in the new population.4. Use new generated population for a further run of the algorithm.5. If the end ondition is satis�ed, stop, and return the best solution in urrent population.6. Go to step 2.In the following we disuss the algorithm engineering.� The population. Starting from the lusters obtained, we de�ne the hromosomes of theinitial population as subsets of pages of bounded ardinality (in the GA terminology, apage is a gene).The geneti algorithm works on the initial population ending up with a representativesubset of pages to present to the user. The idea is to start the geneti evolution witha population that is already smaller than the initial set of pages P . Eah hromosomeis reated by piking a page from eah luster, starting with the ones with higher sore.Thus, the �rst hromosome reated will ontain the pages with the highest sore in eahluster, the seond hromosome will ontain the seond best, and so on. If the ardinalityof a luster is smaller than the number of hromosomes to be reated, then that lusterwill not be represented in eah hromosome, while other lusters with higher ardinalitymay have more that one page representing them in some hromosome.We indiate with d the number of pages inluded in eah hromosome in the initialpopulation, and with n the number of hromosomes. The population will thus ontainnp = d � n pages.Independently from what is the luster to whih the hromosome belongs, the alleli al-phabet of its genes is formed by two binary elements, i.e., 0 and 1. Eah gene representsa page and the values 0 or 1 assumed by the gene de�ne whether that page is in thepool of pages represented by that hromosome or not. In other words we an say that ahromosome l = 1; : : : ; ng is a vetor whose entries are 0 or 1 aording to the presene orthe absene of that page in that hromosome.Here follows a simple example. We have a set of eight pages, i.e., P = f1; : : : ; 8g, and thepage lustering proess with k = 2 (i.e., with two lusters) gives the following result: pages1, 2, 3 and 4 are in the �rst luster, while pages 5, 6, 7 and 8 are in the seond luster.Assuming, without loss of generality, that sore(i) � sore(j) for all i; j 2 P , an initialpopulation of four hromosomes an be onstruted as depited in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: An example of initial population formed by four hromosomes from a set of eightpages� The �tness funtion. The �tness funtion omputed for eah hromosome is expressedas a positive value that is higher for \better" hromosome, and is thus to be maximized.It is omposed of three terms.The �rst is the sum of the sore of the pages in hromosome C, i.e.,t1(C) = Xpi2C sore(pi);where sore(pi) is the original sore that is given to page pi as desribed at the beginningof Setion 2. This term onsiders the positive e�et of having as many pages with highsore as possible in a hromosome, but would also reward hromosomes with many pagesregardless of their sore (a hromosome with many pages with low sore ould produe ahigher �tness of another with few good pages).This drawbak is balaned with the seond term of the �tness funtion, that penalizes thedistane of the dimension of a hromosome from an ideal dimension. Let ID be suh idealdimension; the ratio t2(C) = npabs(jCj � ID) + 1onstitutes the seond term of the �tness funtion: it reahes its maximum np when thedimension of C is exatly equal to the ideal dimension ID, and rapidly dereases whenthe number of pages ontained in hromosome C is smaller or greater than ID.The hromosome that are present in the initial population are haraterized by the high-est possible variability as far as the lusters to whih the pages belong are onerned.Although, the evolution of the population may alter this harateristi, reating hromo-somes with high �tness where the pages belong to the same luster and are very similarto eah other. Moreover, the fat that pages belonging to di�erent lusters are di�erent inthe vetorized spae may not be guaranteed, as it depends both on the nature of the dataand on the quality of the initial lustering proess. For this reason, we introdue in the�tness funtion a third term, that measures diretly the overall dissimilarity of the pages



12. in the hromosome. Let D(pi; pj) be the Eulidean distane of the vetors representingpages pi and pj. Then, t3(C) = Xpi;pj2C;pi 6=pj D(pi; pj)is the sum of the distanes between the pairs of pages in hromosome C and measures thetotal variability expressed by C.The �nal form of the �tness funtion for hromosome C is thenff(C) = � � t1(C) + � � t2(C) +  � t3(C)where �, � and  are parameters that depend on the magnitude of the initial sore andof the vetors that represent the pages. In partiular, �, � and  are hosen so as theontributions given by t1(C), t2(C) and t3(C) are balaned. Additionally, they may betuned to express the relevane attributed to the di�erent aspets represented by the threeterms.The goal of the GA is to �nd, by means of the geneti operators, a hromosome C� suh thatff(C�) = maxC=1;:::;n ff(C).6. Experimental resultsWe have run a number of experiments with the method desribed above. The ode implementingthe lustering and the GA was developed in the standard C language under a Windows NTplatform. The omplete solution proess for the instanes desribed below took at most fewseonds using a ommerial PC with 1 GHz proessor and 128 MHz RAM. The experiments arepresented below in two subsetions, the �rst devoted to experiments with randomly generateddata, and the seond dealing with a real appliation of the proposed method in an experimentalthemati searh engine.6.1. Tests on randomly generated dataTo verify the behavior of the method, We have generated at random a set of instanes ofdi�erent dimensions in the following way. Given the dimension of set P , say np, and the numberof keywords (m) used for vetorization, we determine the matrix of ourrenes with np rowsand m olumns in two steps. First, we �x a value ranging from 0:1 to 0:2 that expresses thedensity of the matrix (md). Then, we generate the entries of the matrix at random in the interval(1 � 50) aording to the uniform distribution, respeting the onstraint on the density. Thesore of eah page is itself determined at random and between 0 and 100. The main parametersof the algorithm have been tuned on a few test ases and then were �xed for all the experimentspresented, in order to fous the variability of the results on the performane of the method fora given set of parameters rather than on the e�et of varying the parameters. The ideal size ofthe subset of pages seleted was set to 10 as to represent a typial output page of a standardsearh engine. As far as the values of the parameters are onerned, we have that:� the number of lusters was set to 5 as well as the dimension of the initial hromosome;



13.� the total number of hromosomes was set to 40, resulting in total of 200 = 5 � 40 pagesomposing the initial population;� � was set to 1;� � was set to 50;�  was set to 1.The �rst set of experiments was designed to test the behavior of the GA in determining aredued set of pages with high �tness. The geneti algorithm that we have designed omposesnew hromosomes with high �tness in few iterations. Then, the highest �tness is seldom inreasedin the following iterations, despite the rossover and the mutation operations. This is shown inTable 2, where we report the inrease in the �tness funtion value determined by the algorithmand the iterations at whih the best hromosome has been reated.The total number of iterations was bounded to 1000. We have onsidered instanes with 500,1000, and 10000 pages. In Table 2 the �rst olumn ontains the name of the experiment, thatreports the size of the initial set of pages and an index assoiated with eah random repliationof a data set with same dimensions.From the results of Table 2 we see that a signi�ant inrease in the value of the �tness funtionis always determined (olumn six), and, moreover, the number of iterations needed to identifythe best solution is small and often very small. Thus, we have reasonably resorted to haltingthe algorithm one the best �tness value has remained the same for the last 50 iterations.In the seond set of experiments, we have foused on the evaluation of the results obtained.For eah experiment, we have ompared the subset of pages determined by our method (referredto, in the following, as geneti subset) with the subset of the same dimension ontaining the bestpages aording to the initial sore (referred to, in the following, as standard subset). Assumethat the method has determined a subset of h pages to present to the user. We question whatwe lose and what we gain in presenting this set of pages instead of the best h pages aordingto the sore, as in a standard query result. To assess the di�erene between the two sets, weonsider and ompare the following measures:a) the sum of the sore of the pages in the subset;b) number of lusters represented in the subset (a luster is represented in a subset if at leastone page belonging to that luster is in the subset);) the average Eulidean distane amongst all pairs of pages in the subset;d) the average Hamming distane amongst all pairs of pages in the subset (Hamming distanebetween two pages is omputed as the sum of keywords for whih some ourrenes arepresent in one page and not present in the other).While a) measures the quality of the subset aording to page sore, term b) aims to evaluatehow the �nal subset takes into aount the struture of the initial set of pages (represented bythe lusters). Terms ) and d) are both indiret measures of the dissimilarity among the pagesin the subset. While the average Eulidean distane is itself weighted in the �tness funtion usedin the GA, we have introdued the additional measure of dissimilarity based on the Hammingdistane to make the evaluation of the quality of the subset presented more stable. In fat,



14. number matrix best best �tness bestExperiment of density �tness at �tness inrease iterationkeywords iteration 0 overall ratioEXP500 1 20 0.10 1540.10 6115.79 2.97 368EXP500 2 20 0.15 1549.64 6122.12 2.95 217EXP500 3 20 0.20 1564.93 6140.98 2.92 133EXP500 4 30 0.10 1564.81 6130.30 2.92 368EXP500 5 30 0.50 1560.14 6137.34 2.93 48EXP500 6 30 0.20 1568.80 6143.90 2.92 48EXP500 7 50 0.10 1574.39 6141.66 2.90 48EXP500 8 50 0.15 1567.95 6132.94 2.91 528EXP500 9 50 0.20 1587.64 6171.67 2.89 49EXP1000 1 20 0.10 1547.19 6127.88 2.96 205EXP1000 2 20 0.15 1549.15 6129.54 2.96 165EXP1000 3 20 0.20 1561.25 6148.16 2.94 46EXP1000 4 30 0.10 1564.10 6148.63 2.93 56EXP1000 5 30 0.50 1567.21 6154.22 2.93 194EXP1000 6 30 0.20 1572.41 6164.46 2.92 51EXP1000 7 50 0.10 1574.04 6146.77 2.90 99EXP1000 8 50 0.15 1581.33 6172.41 2.90 48EXP1000 9 50 0.20 1595.10 6191.06 2.88 79EXP10000 1 20 0.10 1550.91 6149.68 2.86 988EXP10000 2 20 0.15 1550.91 6149.68 2.96 50EXP10000 3 20 0.20 1550.91 6149.68 2.96 50EXP10000 4 30 0.10 1571.79 6170.93 2.93 88EXP10000 5 30 0.50 1575.34 6185.65 2.93 349EXP10000 6 30 0.20 1581.10 6173.52 2.90 545EXP10000 7 50 0.10 1581.06 6182.25 2.91 198EXP10000 8 50 0.15 1603.56 6205.47 2.87 227EXP10000 9 50 0.20 1610.41 6218.97 2.86 988Table 2: Behavior of the geneti algorithm for di�erent randomly generated data setsalthough the two measures are likely to be orrelated, the seond one has been often used as aonsistent indiator of similarity between douments.In the results of Table 3 we have �xed the number of keywords at 30 and the density of thematrix of ourrenes to 0:15, and have instead repliated di�erent randomly generated instanesfor 500, 1000, and 10000 pages. The last three olumns of the table report the perentage of thevariation obtained with the geneti subset with respet to the standard subset. A positive valuemeans that geneti is better than standard, while a negative one indiates the opposite.It is evident from the results of Table 3 how the solutions identi�ed by our method providea signi�ant gain in page dissimilarity (measured both by Eulidean and Hamming averagedistane, olumns �ve and six of the table) while the loss in total sore with respet to thesimple ordering is negligible (olumn four in the table).A third set of experiments (see Table 4) has been designed to evaluate the performane of thealgorithm when dupliated pages are present. For the same setting of the parameters as above,for di�erent dimensions of the initial set of pages, we have onsidered the same instane and



15.have arti�ially dupliated the page with best sore one, twie, and 3 times. The objetiveof the experiments is to assess the ability of the method of exluding dupliations from the�nal results. The �gures assoiated to the measures of dissimilarity between pages in Table3 are promising: in fat, they show that, when dupliations are present, the total variabilityof the subsets seleted by our algorithm inreases with respet to the variability of the subsetdetermined with the simple ordering. This e�et, being the data set exatly the same apartfrom the dupliated pages, is to be attributed to the fat the the dupliations appear in thelassi ordering while are exluded by the GA in our solutions. This behavior is more evidentwhen the number of dupliated pages is inreased.6.2. Tests on real dataThe method desribed in this paper has been developed in the framework of a projet fundedby the Italian Ministry of Industry; within the same projet a omplete themati searh enginehas been realized and is now being integrated with the new searh method.Using this tool, a themati database of web pages on "Infany & Childhood" was olletedthrough spidering Italian web sites in the �rst months of 2003. Out of this database we haveextrated 3; 710 pages, that were the result of a spei� searh on the database of the engine.The pages were then vetorized aording to 57 maro keywords, where eah suh keyword wase�etively the olletion of the ourenies of root words and strong synonyms; this determineda vetor of 57 integers for eah page that desribed that page for the sopes of our appliation.The 3; 710 pages were then sorted aording to �ve di�erent types of user sore, orrespondingto di�erent preferene riteria expressed by test users in terms of the maro keywords. Thealgorithm was set up seleting a total of 200 horomosomes eah with 5 genes, resulting in aninitial "pool" of the best 1; 000 web pages aording to the spei� user sore adopted. Then,the algorithm was run to �nd the best hromosome, i.e., the best subset of pages, aording tothe proedures desribed in the previous setions.The results of the experiments are presented in Table 5. The olumns of the table have thesame format of the tables in Setion 6, reporting the dimension of the best hromosome, thenumber of lusters represented, and the variations of i) total user sore ii) average Hammingdistane and iii) average Eulidean distane, between the pages in the seleted hromosome andthe pages obtained by the simple ordering of the user sore.Also in this ase the behavior of the algorithm is interesting: small redutions in the totalsore of the subset are balaned by high inreases in the lusters representativeness and internaldissimilarity in the seleted pages.
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dimension luster total avg. Hamming avg. EulideanExperiment of represented sore distane distanebest hromosome standard geneti %var. % var. % var.EXP500 1 11 3 5 -1.7 22.5 1.3EXP500 2 11 5 5 -1.5 21.6 0.3EXP500 3 11 3 5 -5.4 13.1 12.7EXP500 4 11 4 5 -1.7 4.7 0.0EXP500 5 11 4 5 -3.1 20.3 2.7EXP500 6 11 5 5 -1.5 21.6 27.0EXP500 7 11 5 5 -2.2 6.1 5.4EXP500 8 11 5 5 -2.4 10.3 1.3EXP500 9 11 5 5 -2.1 35.7 17.9EXP500 10 11 2 4 -3.9 21.6 8.4average 500 11 4.1 4.9 -2.5 17.7 7.7EXP1000 1 11 3 5 -1.5 23.7 16.1EXP1000 2 11 4 5 -0.2 1.6 5.4EXP1000 3 11 3 5 -0.8 5.3 5.7EXP1000 4 11 4 5 -0.6 6.8 15.0EXP1000 5 11 5 5 -1.6 6.8 17.8EXP1000 6 11 3 5 -1.5 0.0 14.8EXP1000 7 11 4 5 -2.2 14.5 24.7EXP1000 8 11 5 5 -0.9 28.0 22.5EXP1000 9 11 5 5 -0.8 20.2 8.3EXP1000 10 11 4 5 -0.6 11.4 16.9average 1000 11 4 5 -1.1 11.8 14.7EXP10000 1 11 4 5 -0.1 16.5 16.9EXP10000 2 11 4 5 0.5 14.7 15.7EXP10000 3 11 4 5 0.0 5.7 7.2EXP10000 4 11 3 4 -0.6 0.2 19.0EXP10000 5 11 4 5 -0.1 31.7 16.9EXP10000 6 11 5 5 -0.1 23.7 24.3EXP10000 7 11 4 5 -0.5 44.1 34.6EXP10000 8 11 3 5 -0.4 36.3 21.1EXP10000 9 11 4 3 -0.3 69.2 38.0EXP10000 10 11 4 5 -0.4 32.3 42.0average 10000 11 3.9 4.7 -0.2 27.4 23.6Table 3: Evaluation of results on randomly generated instanes
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dimension number total avg. Hamming avg. EulideanExperiment of best of sore distane distanehromosome dupliates % var. % var. % var.EXP500 1 11 0 -2.2 6.1 5.4EXP500 2 11 1 -1.9 21.4 8.0EXP500 3 11 2 -2.1 28.3 21.3EXP500 4 11 3 -1.8 16.8 8.3EXP1000 1 11 0 -1.0 7.9 4.3EXP1000 2 11 1 -0.9 10.25 9.7EXP1000 3 11 2 -0.8 12.3 8.1EXP1000 4 11 3 -1.1 21.8 21.7EXP10000 1 11 0 -0.4 30.2 33.3EXP10000 2 11 1 -0.4 34.2 34.2EXP10000 3 11 2 -0.4 58.9 52.8EXP10000 4 11 3 -0.4 58.9 56.6Table 4: Evaluation of results on randomly generated instanes with page repliations

dimension luster total avg. Hamming avg. EulideanExperiment of represented sore distane distanebest hromosome standard geneti %var. % var. % var.user sore 1 10 1 5 -7.77 35.38 747.61user sore 2 11 2 5 -9.09 16.97 433.92user sore 3 10 1 5 0.00 23.58 980.13user sore 4 11 3 5 -10.82 0.10 266.01user sore 5 10 1 5 -5.83 32.19 646.29Table 5: Results obtained on a database of 3710 web pages
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